Introduction
The structure of a grain boundary influences its corrosion susceptibility.
Indications of this relationship have been demonstrated by several authors using bicrystal samples with well-determined crystallographic factors [1] [2] [3] .
Since the crystallography is controlled, it remains to separate the effects of structure and composition. By resorting to studying pure metals, the effects of composition can be minimized. Most of the structural grain boundary corrosion studies have been carrled out in FCC metals; representative publications are those on aluminum [4] [5] [6] . In a recent paper Qian and Chou [1] reported a correlation between grain boundary corrosion (measured by the depth of penetration) and grain boundary energy for BCC niobium bicrystals with symmetrical tilt boundaries. It was found that the penetration distance, d, increases with the misorientation, fJ, except near coincidence-site-lattice (CSL) boundaries, where d dips into a local minimum. It was also found that for bicrystals with small-angle tilt boundaries the 9-dependence of d follows a linear relationship of the Read-Shockley type, a well-known correlation describing the 9-dependence of i, the energy of the boundary, based on a dislocation model [8] . In this paper it will be shown that a direct correlation exists between grain boundary corrosion and the amount of free volume at the grain boundary. The ., grain boundary free energy also correlates with grain boundary free volume , \ and, thus, the present effort is a more precise pinning down of structural effects. The current understanding on grain boundary structure has been ", (\ 3 reviewed recently by several authors [9, 10] .
In the previous study on niobium bicrystals [7] 
.. Experimental
Niobium bicrystals with symmetrical tilt boundaries were grown from bicrystal seeds using the method of Pande et. al. [12] . The growth process is described briefly as follows: A single crystal seed, 3 em in length and 0.635 em in diameter, is first grown from a polycrystalline rod in a vertical floating-zone electron-beam melting furnace. The top end of the single crystal is cut 1.5 em along a central plane, thereby yielding two split sections which are then bent apart symmetrically with respect to the center plane of the crystal. This Yshaped crystal is used as a bicrystal seed that will grow into a polycristalline rod placed above it. A schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the present study, the single crystal seeds were grown in the [001] orientation. These seeds are, in practice, much more difficult to grow than the [011] type seeds since the later is the natural growth direction for niobium crystals.
Again, two sets of symmetrical bicrystals were prepared based on the choice of 4 the cut planes. In the first set, the cut plane was (010) with the tilt axis along . , out that the grain boundary free volume should be used as a criterion for studying grain boundary properties and evaluating grain boundary models.
The small-angle boundary data confirms the correlation established by Qian and Chou [7] between grain boundary corrosion and grain boundary energy. The variation of free volume with misorientation is also of the ReadShockley type, since, like the energy, it depends only on the density of crystal lattice dislocations.
The high-angle data unexpectedly shows the same features as that previously reported for bicrystals with [011] span vectors. A close inspection of Fig.   2 , however, indicates that the corrosion rate or the penetration depth d is slightly higher at the E13 boundary than at the E17 boundary. The differences are more pronounced in the previous study of the [0111/[100] bicrystals [7] . In another study concerning grain boundary hardening in [0011/[100] niobium bicrystals [11, 14] , the boundary hardness is higher in a E13 bicrystal than in a E17 bicrystal. In order to explain these results, the high-angle data must be compared also against free volume values. The excess volume data was obtained from a soft-sphere structural model described below.
A simple geometrical method has been developed [15] to calculate grain boundary translations that preserve first-and second-nearest neighbor coordination across the interface. These translations form interlocking polyhedral groups of atoms that define a mechanical stable boundary. Further individual atom relaxations can be easily recognized from the geometry of the atom .) 7 arrangements. The description of boundary structure that results from this model is equivalent to a soft-sphere description where a range of interatomic distances between the first-and second-nearest neighbors exists at the boundary. A number of possible structures (translations) exists for each boundary.
The criterion that has been used in order to obtain the most likely occuring boundary structure is to look for the structure with the highest coordination and with the minimum excess volume. The excess volume is related linearly to the z-component (normal to the boundary) of the translation, t" and thus to minimize the excess volume, the lowest t, is· required. The excess volume is [16] . This atomistic calculation also
gives the values of the local expansion at the boundary. The soft sphere [17] and atomistic data are compared in Table 1 . The authors believe that differences occur because the atomistic calculations are carried out at constant ,) volume; the expansion is calculated by an extrapolation of the normal displacement of the last relaxed layers back to the interface. The soft-sphere data predicts correctly that the penetration depth of the E13 boundary should be 8 higher than that at the E17 boundary. The expansIon, e, for other CSL boundaries between the perfect crystal and E13 indicates that these boundaries should be highly corroded ( e =.42 at E25 8=16.26
• and e =.38 at E37 8=18.92· [17] ). Thus, the cusps in Fig. 2 are correctly predicted. The variations around the cusps are similar to small-angle boundary variations, since they correspond to additions of displacement-shift-complete lattice dislocation of the favored boundaries (the perfect crystal and E5 ) [18] .
Small variations in corrosion rate may not only be related to the expansion, but a.lso to the distribution of the free volume along the boundary plane. The preceding discUssion proves that the correlation between penetration distance
and grain boundary excess volume is also valid for the high-angle data.
No correlation can be found between penetration and the grain boundary energy data presented by Vitek et.al. [16] . A different energy calculation by
Wolf concludes that no energy cusps are found which are associated with the CSL boundaries in symmetrical [()()1l/[lOO] bicrystals [19] . These inconsistencies in theoretical calculations of grain boundary energy can be due to the central-torce potential used [20] . Further work is needed in this area. [16] t: Data reported by Kamenetzky [17] 0 
